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Introduction

Technology evolves at an incredibly fast pace and companies that not only understand and adopt these
technologies, but implement them as well, are the companies that become household names, like Apple and
Google.

At Börser, that concept is the foundation of our company. We are creating real solutions to existing problems
while implementing the latest technology: Blockchain.

 But what is Blockchain?

You might have heard about Bitcoin or cryptocurrencies in general, and even though you could very well be an
expert in the topic, chances are that you are like most people and you don’t know much about the subject. It
can be difficult to understand what’s so great about these digital currencies when you take into consideration
that they are not backed by anything and as a result are sometimes not considered as real investments. The
truth is that the greatest thing about these cryptocurrencies is the technology behind it, called blockchain.

Blockchain allows transactions to take place in the most secure way, without need for a physical place to store
the data. Data is traditionally stored on servers which can be corrupted. Blockchain technology can also be
used to create platforms, for example, using self-executing programs or in so-called smart contracts.

Now, the most successful business strategies show that not everything is about technology, but about
collaboration and scalability. The Airbnbs and Ubers of the next decade that will dominate their respective
markets are those that understand and put into practice this concept. It’s not about creating a company to
generate profits, it’s about creating real solutions for real people on a worldwide scale. Everyone has something
to win by participating in these business models.

That’s exactly what Börser is doing, reshaping existing businesses and disrupting existing markets with a model
adequate for the 21stcentury, using 21st century technology and 21st century thinking…



BUSINESS MODEL



The Problem

We have a question for you that might seem a little difficult to answer at first: imagine that you
put all the following problems together and you need to come up with a single solution that
fixes all of them:

1. Startups and companies in general from all over the world need capital to fund their
projects

2. Small and inexperienced investors need to generate profits

3. The need for a cost-effective global remittance service accessible by anyone with an
internet connection.

4. The need for a cryptocurrency that can be considered an investment and not just a
vehicle for speculation.

Is it possible to come up with a single solution that addresses all these problems?



The Problem

If you think about the life cycle of a startup company, you can probably agree
that startups struggle to raise capital, especially in countries where possibilities
like crowdfunding or more traditional ways to access capital, like bank loans, are
not feasible or accessible., Even if a startup can fulfill their capital requirements
and are able to grow their business, let’s think about it from the investor’s
perspective. How can they cash their investment if the company decides to stay
private?

Even if a company does decide to go public, and the investor can liquidate his
investment and hopefully make a profit, many investors still struggle to make their
money work for them. The average investor, in many cases, loses money instead
of making it.

Wouldn’t it be nice if companies could raise capital while also allowing investors
to cash in quickly on their investments, and on top of that continue to make their
money work for them and not the other way around?



We at Börser, have identified the real-life
problems that we believe require an
immediate solution. We have not only come
up with an integral solution, but to get ahead
of our competition and have a clear
competitive advantage, we have taken a
step into the future and incorporated
blockchain technology alongside scalability
as the foundation of our company.

The solution starts by giving worldwide
startups access to the working capital they
need. We are creating a platform that will
allow companies and entrepreneurs from
every corner of the world to raise capital for
their projects, regardless of the industry that
they are involved in and the stage that their
company is at. This platform is called
CrowdingFunds.



THE PRODUCT

CrowdingFunds uses an innovative and unique model which allows companies to raise capital using
something called an Initial Coin Offering (ICO), similar to an Initial Public Offering (IPO).

In an IPO, companies move from being private to being listed on the stock market, which causes their
shares to become liquid and allows for them to be transferred from one investor to another with the
help of a stock broker.

ICO is a process that allows cryptocurrencies to change from being “unlisted” to being listed in a
digital cryptocurrency exchange. This digital exchange operates as an open market that allows
buyers and sellers to exchange their cryptocurrency for other cryptocurrencies or fiat currency and
vice-versa... It operates just like any other market; as long as you have a buyer and a seller, a
transaction that can take place which creates a liquid asset.

CrowdingFunds will allow companies and entrepreneurs to raise money by creating a token. A token
is a cryptocurrency created using an existing cryptocurrency as the base, and in this case tokens will
be created using Börser, a cryptocurrency that we are developing ourselves.

These tokens will be created so that startups can raise capital. They will be backed by shares of their
underlying company and once the required funds have been raised, they will then proceed to an
ICO. CrowdingFunds will be in charge of overseeing and regulating this process to ensure that
participating investors’ transactions are secure.



THE PRODUCT

In addition, we will have a separate section for social development projects, where donations can

be made to specific causes. In this case, CrowdingFunds will verify the legitimacy of the cause and

allow donations to be made using Börser.

Companies will be able to create 3 types of tokens:

 Tokens backed by common shares of the company

which will give the investor voting rights.

 Tokens backed by preferred shares of the company,

which will work in a similar way to a bond. Investors will

receive a fixed payment for a fixed period of time in the

form of interest.

 Tokens that can be considered a pre-sale of a product.

Using this token, investors will later be able to exchange

the token for a product or service, at a discounted price.
Currently under development:

http://crowdingfunds.io/



THE PRODUCT

Bounties in the digital world take their origin from online gaming

platforms that offered rewards for participating in game

development. Bounties are essentially incentivized reward

mechanisms offered by companies to individuals. What this

means is that a company introducing a product or a service

offers some rewards to people in exchange for performing

certain tasks.

Incorporating Bounty Programs to Crowdfunding

It has become something of a tradition for cryptocurrency ICO
campaigns that incorporate bounty programs to either offer a Pre-
ICO bounty or a post-ICO bounty. Bounties are generally not done at
the same time as ICOs.

Within the cryptocurrency scene, bounties have become a useful
part of any ICO campaign, and many start-ups incorporate a bounty
program into their ICO campaign. During the bounty program, the
ICOs provide compensation for a number of tasks, which can include
marketing, bug reporting or even development of the
cryptocurrency framework. The reward is usually given in the form of
cryptocurrency tokens. The cryptocurrency space has proved to be
a massively conducive environment for bounty programs.



CrowdingFunds will allow companies that intend to do an ICO to create a bounty

campaign. This will increase visibility and acts as a cost-effective marketing strategy.

CrowdingFunds will simplify the use of bounty programs for ICO’s by adding a

feature that will manage the distribution of tokens to campaign participants.

Once these newly created tokens experience a successful ICO, they will then not

only be immediately listed on X-Change, where they can be exchanged for Börser

or even fiat currency but will also be listed on an index on Mi Wall Street, where they

can be traded like alongside stocks, forex, commodities, derivatives and even other

cryptocurrencies.

This leads us to the next real-life solution; Mi Wall Street, which will allow both small

and big investors to make a profit similar to that of professional investors do. This will

be accomplished by providing high-quality services that were once only available

to very wealthy and sophisticated investors.



Alpha version under development: 

http://miwallstreet.com

Mi Wall Street will become a one-stop shop for
investors. Clients will be able to keep multi-
currency accounts funded with either Börser’s
cryptocurrency or fiat currency and Mi Wall
Street will also feature an index, similar to an
Over the Counter index, that will list all tokens
that had a successful ICO in CrowdingFunds.
This OTC index is going to become something
very similar to a global stock market that lists
securities backed tokens instead of traditional
stocks. Investors will be able to trade these
tokens alongside other cryptos, stocks, forex,
indexes, and commodities, as well as
derivatives. It will offer everything under the
same roof.



Brokerages generate revenues by charging the client
a percentage of the transaction every time a
transaction is completed and by charging monthly
and yearly fees as well. Mi Wall Street’s multi-
currency/multi-asset trading accounts will charge
close to nothing for its brokerage service. This is what
is called the razor/razorblade model, which works by
providing a service that doesn’t generate much
revenue, thereby allowing the company to position
itself ahead of its competitors and attract a large
number of clients.

Many of these new clients will then use other services
that the company provides, services that produce
revenue.

Brokerage Accounts



Managed accounts allow a client to set up a trading
account which is then managed by a professional
trader who carries out all the transactions on behalf
of the client, in exchange of a percentage of the
profits. Professional traders are typically accessible to
mid-size to large clients, but it’s often hard to find a
good trader that produces positive results on a
regular basis. Mi Wall Street will offer managed
accounts to clients with trading accounts starting
from $1000.

We will charge a percentage of the profits
generated, and the size of the account will determine
the percentage that we charge. The bigger the
trading account, the smaller the percentage we will
charge. This service will be exclusively available to
clients that have a Mi Wall Street trading account.

Managed Accounts



A few years back, trading signals became very
popular, especially after Forex gained popularity. The
problem today therefore, is not finding trading signals,
but accurate trading signals that generate positive
results. That’s another problem that mi Wall Street
intends to tackle. We will have our expert in-house
traders generate trading signals that generate
consistent results. Now, we do understand that
potential clients won’t just take our word for it that our
trading signals are accurate, especially as the market
is flooded with signals that don’t work. To tackle this, Mi
Wall Street will provide an ELITE membership to anyone
who pays for the trading signals.

Trading Signals



Mi Wall Street ELITE is a Network Marketing franchise style product. ELITE members will not only
have access to trading signals (at no extra cost) but will be able to sell Mi Wall Street’s brokerage
accounts, managed accounts and trading signals, in order to generate a profit. In a similar
fashion to Multi-Level Marketing companies, ELITE members will also generate commissions on the
“sales force” or new ELITE member sales. This will go as far as 10 generations in some products.

It will also be very similar to a franchise, as the ELITE member will receive a unique URL using this
format: https://MiWallStreet.com/EliteMemberName to which he will direct traffic.

On this URL all of the services offered by Mi Wall Street will be advertised and the user will receive a
commission for every client that joins Mi Wall Street through his URL. This product is a perfect fit for
those entrepreneurs that understand and see the potential in providing services in the financial
markets, but don’t have the knowledge or capital to start their own firms and become
competitive.

Another very unique feature is that the MLM platform will be created and managed using
blockchain technology. Commissions will be automated using a technology available in
blockchain named smart contracts. This will not only ensure transparency and security, but will in
fact be the first of its kind. ELITE members will pay for trading signals/franchise-style MLM
membership using Börser’s cryptocurrency, and will receive commission in Börser as well (through
the smart contracts). These commissions will then be deposited into their wallet in X-Change.

Network marketing / franchises



Why have we created the ELITE
membership?

With ELITE we will make our trading
signals and MLM attractive by
integrating them, while from a
business perspective, Multi-Level
Marketing will allow us to achieve
scalability very quickly.

At a second stage we will create a
Hedge Fund to attract institutional
investors, and we will develop an
artificial intelligence based expert
system that will trade most of our
funds and generate trading signals.

Alpha version under development: 

http://miwallstreet.com



Digital exchanges are a response to the

boom of cryptocurrencies, as they

facilitate the purchase and sale of

different tokens and coins. The problem

however, is that the difference between

the buying and selling price of

cryptocurrencies, is in most cases not less

than 15%.

From a different perspective, a token that

finishes an ICO is not easily accepted and

listed by an exchange. In fact, this is very

difficult to accomplish.
Alpha version under development: 

http://X-Change.capital



X-Change is going to provide the business

intelligence that this sector is missing. It’s

not only going to feature very low fees

and a level of security that most

exchanges can’t guarantee, , but it will

be available not only online, but offline as

well. This will be accomplished through

the X-Change network of affiliates, which

will eventually become franchises. These

affiliates, or X-Change franchises will act

as an official agent that will allow clients

to send or receive a remittance using

Börser.

X-Change will also become a payment

processor for stores, businesses and

individuals in general. It will accept

various forms of traditional payment,

but again, the user will purchase Börser

and Börser will be transferred to the end

merchant, the same way it is done
through the remittance service. The

company will feature a digital wallet

that will allow users to request a debit

card linked to that wallet.



X-Change will feature a messaging application that

will let you transfer Börser with just one click of a

button. It will be as simple as sending a picture or a

message through any messaging application. This

application will give business major exposure, as

when users will be able to identify nearby stores that

accept Börser as a form of payment. It will also

feature a fidelity program that will benefit both

clients and businesses, and as an added value,

businesses will be able to access real time

information about their clients, and therefore better

understand their target market.



 What do you do with your 
Börser?

You have quite a few options
here.

Once Börser is sent to the
recipient, either through the
application or an authorized X-
Change agent, he will be able to
use his Börser in a few different
ways. He can spend it in
participating merchants that
accept Börser as a form of
payment, or he can go to a local
X-Change Affiliate, and have it
converted to his local currency.
He can even use his Xchange
debit card to make payments
and/or withdraw cash at the atm.

 X-Change will offer merchants
the ability to keep multicurrency
accounts. In this way, they will
be able to exchange Börsers for
their fiat currency, for withdrawal
purposes only.

 High frequency users and
qualified merchants will at some
point be able to ask for credit in
Börser, a process which will also
be facilitated by X-Change.

 X-Change will also facilitate both
local and international trade by
providing an escrow service at
very low fees. Integration
through smart contracts will put
this process within everyone’s
reach.



Visit our website:

http://borser.cr



Börser will be multiple things at once: a
privately held holding company, a
cryptocurrency and a technological
platform based on blockchain.

Börser has been incorporated as a
cryptocurrency and holding company in
Costa Rica under Borser S.A. registration #3-
101-748279. Borser S.A. will own 30% of the
shares of Mi Wall Street, X-Change and
CrowdingFunds.

At the same time as Börser is being
developed as a cryptocurrency, 100% of the
shares of Borser S.A. will belong to those that
own the cryptocurrency. In this way we are
backing Börser’s crypto with a real asset,
shares of the holding company. Those that
own Börser’s cryptocurrency will be able to
receive dividends as regular shareholders
do.

Visit our website:

http://borser.cr



Börser will develop the platform required for Mi Wall Street, X-Change and

CrowdingFunds using blockchain technology. This is a great strategy from a

technical point of view that also makes business sense as well. By using an

existing blockchain platform the need for a testing period is eliminated,

while also providing the possibility of an easy migration

Börser’s Holdings will fully fund Mi Wall Street, X-Change and CrowdingFunds

through the sale of Börser’s cryptocurrency. These sales will take place in 3

different stages, Private Sale, Pre-ICO and ICO, and each stage will allow

the project to move forward towards its goals.



PROJECTIONS FOR



‘S    PRE-ICO & ICO

SOFT CAP; $3 
000 000,00

PRE-ICO; $7 
000 000,00

ICO; $20 000 
000,00

THE OFFERING

BÖRSER’s Soft Cap (Call Center)

Amount of Tokens: 6,000,000 BOR

Price per BOR: US$0.50 

Total Amount to be raised: US$3,000,000.00

BÖRSER’s PRE-ICO 

Amount of Tokens: 10,000,000 BOR

Price per BOR: US$0.75

Total Amount to be raised: US$7,500,000.00

BÖRSER’s ICO

Amount of  BOR: 20,000,000 BOR

Price per BOR: US$1.00

Total Amount to be raised: US$20,000,000.00

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



CROWDING FUND’S PROJECTIONS

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



CROWDING FUND’S SHARES DISTRIBUTION

SEED INVESTORS
10%

BORSER
30%

FOUNDER
60%

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



MI WALL STREET’S PROJECTIONS

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



MI WALL STREET’S SHARES DISTRIBUTION

10%

30%

60%

SEED INVESTORS BORSER FOUNDER

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



BÖRSER’S X-CHANGE PROJECTIONS

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



BÖRSER (BOR) PROJECTED VALUE

12 MONTHS (POST –ICO)

Month
1

Month
2

Month
3

Month
4

Month
5

Month
6

Month
7

Month
8

Month
9

Month
10

Month
11

Month
12

BÖRSER $0,80 $0,88 $0,95 $0,90 $0,95 $1,14 $1,93 $1,86 $2,14 $2,03 $2,94 $3,64
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ICO Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

BÖRSER $0,80 $3,64 $11,83 $23,66 $30,76 $36,22
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BÖRSER’S CRYPTOCURRENCY DISTRIBUTION

6%

10%

20%

2%

17%

5%

13%

27%

PRIVATE SALE PRE-ICO ICO BOUNTY EMPLOYEES ADVISORY BOARD FOUNDER EWW PARTNER's

BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



PRE-ICO INVESTOR’S PROJECTED RETURNS

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

BÖRSER's dividens $522 012,66 $594 539,25 $3 179 395,05 $11 846 637,00 $26 928 474,42
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BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



PRE-ICO INVESTOR’S 10 % OF BÖRSER (BOR) 
PROJECTED VALUE

POST  ICO 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

BÖRSER's Value $8 000 000,00 $80 500 000,00 $322 000 000,00 $1 610 000 000,0 $9 660 000 000,0 $38 640 000 000,
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BÖRSER gives you shareholder privileges with the liquidity that only cash can provide !



PRE-ICO INVESTOR’S PROJECTIONS

ROI (DIVIDENDS ONLY)

ICO Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

BÖRSER 400,00% 1820,00% 5915,00% 11830,00%15379,00%18109,00%
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(BOR) PROJECTED APPRECIATION (BASED 

ON PRE-ICO INVESTMENT)
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https://plus.google.com/u/0/108288694160791936639
https://www.instagram.com/borser.cr/
https://twitter.com/BORSERcr
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa51GttUYq-Ojwyh1Xtp0jA
mailto:borser.cr@outlook.com
https://www.reddit.com/user/BORSER-cr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/18427581/
https://github.com/BORSER-cr
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=1696788;sa=summary
https://www.facebook.com/BORSERcr/
SNAPCHAT.COM

